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Course Book 

1. Course name Computer Applications (MATLAB) 

2. Lecturer in charge Rekar O. Mohammed 

3. Department/ College Statistics/ Administration and Economics 

4. Contact e-mail: rekar.mohammed@su.edu.krd 

5. Time (in hours) per week  Theory:    1 
Practical: 2                       

6. Office hours Sunday:  9:30 - 12:00 

7. Course code  

8. Teacher's academic      
profile  

I have earned a Master's Degree in Statistics from 
Computing Science School at University of East Anglia in 
the UK. I have been teaching in Statistics department at 
Salahddin University since 2014. I have taught Probability 
& Distribution and Computer Applications (MS Office) in 
2014 academic year. I am currently teaching Computer 
Applications (MATLAB) and doing researches. 
My principal research interests lie in Statistics and Data 
Mining, with a particular emphasis on Regression and 
Classification by using Bayesian, Gaussian processes, and 
Generalized Linear Models methods.  

9. Keywords Statistics, Linear Algebra, Functions, Matrices, Vectors, 
Plots, Condition Statements, loops, and Equations. 

10.  Course overview:  
 

The MATLAB is a high-performance language for technical computing integrates 

computation, visualization, and programming in an easy-to-use environment where 

problems and solutions are expressed in familiar mathematical notation. MATLAB is like 

learning the native language of a country you live in. It's commonly used and is also really 

fast at doing matrix calculations. Both in terms of usability and computational resources. 

There are sufficiently of resources online to help you with any difficulties you need help 

with. There are also a lot of complex functions which rather than programming them, are 

just simple commands. For example, you don't have to manually create functions to do an 

FFT using loops and doing the math yourself. You just use the built in function. Nowadays, a 

lot of companies (including very well-known/large ones) use mat lab comprehensively.  
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11. Course objective: 
 

In this course, we start from the very beginning and no prior programming experience is 

required. The course will introduce the students to the MATLAB software programming for 

numerical computations, in particular, familiarizing them with the MATLAB Desktop 

commands through the Command window, and output through the Graph window.  

This course is intended as a reference book for students, professionals and research workers 

who need to apply statistical analysis to a large variety of practical problems using MATLAB. 

The key objective of this course is to deliver a preliminary coverage of the linear algebras 

and statistical tools including data description, measure of central tendency, statistical 

distributions, and correlation and regression. 

12.  Student's obligation 
 

Students have the obligation to participate in course examinations and other assessed 

performances. Examination frauds and copying of assignments or material are not allowed. 

Students are anticipated to attend classes and to submit assignments on the due date, for 

late submissions they will be penalised. Students are also expected to participate in 

tutorials. 

13. Forms of teaching 
 

Several forms of teaching will be used to reach the objectives of the course: power point 

presentation for the head titles and summary of conclusion with applications by designing 

a MATLAB code to generating a sequences independent from random variables has many 

different distributions.  

Furthermore, students will content homework. There will be classroom discussions and the 

lecture will give enough background to, solve, analyse, and evaluate problems sets. 

 

14. Assessment scheme 
The students are required to do two closed book exams during the academic year besides 

the assignments; 

• Mid- term Exam: 40% (two exams at the mid of each semesters) 

     1st Mid- term Exam:  12.5 % (Theory) and 7.5% (Practical) 

     2nd Mid- term Exam: 12.5 % (Theory) and 7.5% (Practical) 

• Final Exam: 60%       [ 35% (Theory) and 25% (Practical) ] 
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15. Student learning outcome: 
 

At the end of this course, students are expected to be confident MATLAB Programmer. They 

will be able to formulate intermediate and some advanced statistical projects and data 

analysis into MATLAB and solve them using programming skills.  

Students should be able to use the MATLAB help facility, and print out graphs. By the end of 

this course, the students should have the ability to work in both public and private sectors 

as having good skills in programming. 

16. Course Reading List and References: 
 Stormy Attaway, MATLAB: A Practical Introduction to Programming and Problem Solving, 

pp.452+x, Burlington, MA, Elsevier Inc., 2009. 

 Adam Attarian, The Official MATLAB Crash Course, September 14, 2007. 

 Todd Young and Martin J. Mohlenkamp, Introduction to Numerical Methods and MATLAB 

Programming for Engineers, Department of Mathematics, 2015. 

 Joaquim P. Marques de Sá Applied Statistics Using SPSS, STATISTICA, MATLAB and R, 2007. 

17. The Topics: Lecturer's name 
 MATLAB Basics 

 Matlab Introduction 

 Why Matlab is useful? 

 Windows and Prompt 

 Starting Matlab 

 Stopping MATLAB in different ways 

 Some housekeeping commands 

 Data Entry & Reading Numeric Matrices 

 Saving Objects 

 Variables and Assignment Statements 

 Interruption of Matlab 

 Bult-in functions, Help e.g. help, helpwin, lookfor, doc 
 Mathematical Operations 

 Some primarily functions e.g. sine, log, abs, floor, exp..etc. 

 Constants  e.g. pi, inf, NaN, ans, eps,…etc 

 Operators and Precedence,  +,  _,  *,   \,  ^,  ( ), … etc. 
 Vectors and Matrices in MATLAB 

 Creating Row Vectors 

 Creating Column Vectors 

 Creating Matrices 

 Matrix Operations, e.g. Array Operations (term-by-term), 
Matrix multiplication, … etc. 

Lecturer's name: 
Rekar O. Mohammed 
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 Special Matrix Functions e.g. identity, magic, pascal, rand, 
zeros matrix, ones matrix. 

 Matrix and Vector Indexing (Referring to Elements) 

 Refereeing elements of matrix using Logical Subscripts 
 e.g.  >,  >=,  <,  <=, ==, ~= 

 Vectors and Matrices as Function Arguments e.g. exp, 
sum, mean, abs, sign, cos, std, max, … etc. 

 Some powerful matrix functions in Matlab e.g. transpose, 
inverse, determinant, pseudo inverse, rank, trace, 
orthogonal, Eigen values and Eigen vectors, Cholesky 
decomposition. 

 Plotting Data / Making Pretty Pictures 

 2-D plots 

 Plot several sets of data on the same figure 

 Label for plots e.g. Xlabel, Ylabel, Title, Legend, axis limits 

 More on Plotting, e.g. Linewidth, changing fonts, changing 
colors, grids, subplots, … etc. 

 Surface and 3D plots, with all options used in 2-D plots 
 M-Files, Scripts, and other files 

 Scripts files (M-file), save it and run it 

 Some examples using M-files 

 Function files 

 Writing some our own functions that are similar to matlab 
functions.  

 Matlab programming language (Control Flow) 

 Conditional Control e.g. if, else, switch 

 Creating some functions using these conditional functions 

 Loop Control e.g. for, while, break 

 Creating some functions using these loop functions 
 Solving Algebraic Equations 

 Systems of Linear Equations 

 Reduced Row Echelon Form 

 Gaussian Elimination 
 Solving Equations Numerically 

 Newton’s Method and Loops 
 Basic Symbolic calculus (Symbolic Math Toolbox) 

 Integration 

 Differentiation 

 Limits 
 Basic Statistics 

 Measure of Central Tendency, e.g. mean, median, mod, 
percentiles. 

 Measure of Dispersion, e.g. Range, standard deviation, 
variance, skewness, kurtosis, inter-quartile range 
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 Statistical plots, Bar chart, Histogram, Pie chart, Box plot. 

 Statistical Distributions e.g. Random numbers generator, 
Probability distribution functions (PDF), Cumulative 
density functions (CDF) 

18. Practical Topics (If there is any)  
For practical lessons, Students will be practicing all the topics that 
have been taught in theory lessons as mentioned above in 
computer laboratory. 

Lecturer's name 
Rekar O. Mohammed 
 

 

19. Examinations: 
 

1. Compositional 
Q1. What are the main windows in MATLAB? 

ANS// 
1) Command window 
2) Workspace window 
3) Current Directory Window 
4) Command History window 

 

Q2. What do the following codes do in MATLAB? 
a) edit 

                   ANS//  To create a new script file 
b) dlmread 

                   ANS// To load a data that was saved in .csv file. 
c) quit 

           ANS// To exit MATLAB  
 

Q3. Write a MATLAB function for a vector x square under the name mySquare 
ANS// 
function y = mySquare(x) 

% calculate the square of elements of the given vector 'x' 

% x (input) value to be squared 

% y (output) the result of the square 

  y = x.*x; % OR x.^2 

end 

2. True or false type of exams: 

Q4. Determine whether each of these statements is TRUE or FALSE? And Correct the FALSES. 

1) To clear your command window, type clear.      ANS// FALSE       type clc 

2) Variable names must start with a letter followed by letters, digits, and underscores.  ANS//   TRUE 

3. Multiple choices: 
Q5. Choose the correct answer to the following questions. 

1- Variable names can contain up to -----b---- characters? 
a. 61  b. 63  c.36   d. 62 

2- ---a---- round the number to larger integer? 
a. ciel(x)    b.  floor(x)   c.  sign(x)      d.  round(x) 
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20. Extra notes: 
I will do my best. 

21. Peer review                                                                
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  


